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ABSTRACT 

Three dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis has been performed to study the effect 

of distribution of volumetric heat generation on moderator temperature distribution for the moderator 

flow and temperature distribution inside the Calandria vessel. Moderator system of Advanced Heavy 

Water Reactor (AHWR) under normal operating condition is taken as case study. CFD code OpenFOAM 

is used in the analysis, which is validation with the related experimental data. CFD model includes the 

Calandria vessel, Calandria tubes, inlet header and outlet header. Analysis has been performed with 

uniform and spatial distribution volumetric heat generation. Studies show that the maximum temperature 

in moderator is lower in case of spatial distribution of heat generation as compared to uniform heat 

generation in Calandria. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Advanced heavy water reactor (AHWR) is a 300 MWe, vertical pressure tube type, boiling light water 

cooled and heavy water-moderated reactor (Sinha and Kakodkar, 2006). It is designed for high discharge 

burnup and large scale commercial utilization of thorium. The reactor incorporates features like core heat 

removal by natural circulation, negative void coefficient of reactivity under all event scenarios, easily 

replaceable pressure tubes, long design life, passive safety features, etc. The coolant flows in the high-

pressure coolant channels consisting fuel clusters. To reduce the heat loss, coolant channels are 

surrounded by calandria tubes. Moderator is kept separately inside the calandria vessel which is 

pressurised by covergas pressure of 0.4 bar (g) and is in sub cooled condition with average temperature of 

around 62.5°C. Fig. 1 shows a typical the calandria vessel. The purpose of moderator is to maintain 

criticality in the reactor core by slowing down the high energy neutrons to a lower energy level where 

their probability of fission capture is greater. A large amount of heat (50MW) is generated within the 

moderator mainly due to neutron slowing down and attenuation of gamma radiations. To remove this 

energy, moderator is kept under continuous circulation through a heat removal system as shown in Fig. 2.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Quarter symmetry solid model of calandria 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Simplified diagram of moderator circuit 
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During the normal operation of AHWR reactor, the flow is dominated by buoyant force due to volumetric 

heating and inertia force flow due to inlet jet flows. The cold fluid is heated up due to the heat generated 

not only by slowing down of neutron and radiation heating of gamma rays in the vessel, but also by the 

convective heat transfer from fuel channels to moderator. Both the total heat load to fluid and inlet flow 

rate through the nozzles are the major parameters affecting the flow characteristics inside Calandria 

vessel. However, the flow characteristics formed by the combination of heat load and inlet flow are very 

complicated to predict analytically in a given operating condition. Apart from this, flow resistance offered 

by Calandria tubes makes the exact and detailed analyses more difficult. Therefore, it was thought 

desirable to understand the relative temperature and flow fields generated by uniform and non-uniform 

volumetric heat generations. Under these two conditions, an attempt has been made to understand the 

flow and temperature fields inside calandria vessel. The results of spatial distribution of volumetric heat 

generation on maximum moderator temperature were compared with that generated by uniform 

distribution.  
 

CFD ANALYSIS 

 

The moderator flow in Calandria is an incompressible, single-phase, variable density, turbulent flow in 

complex 3D geometry. To solve the governing equations, a general purposed three-dimensional 

computational fluid dynamics code, OpenFOAM v.2.2.2 (2013), is used. This study consists of two steps. 

In the first step, validation of the CFD model with related experimental data is performed by evaluation of 

temperature distribution. In the second step, the CFD analysis for flow and temperature distribution of 

moderator in AHWR Calandria under normal operating condition has been performed. In normal 

operating condition, spatial distribution of volumetric heat generation is considered. Then effect of spatial 

distributed volumetric heat generation on maximum moderator temperature compared to uniform 

distribution is also brought out. 

 
 

 

 

(a) Velocity 

 

(b) Temperature 

Fig. 3: Schematic of Calandria 

model in SPEL experimental facility 

Fig. 4: Velocity and temperature contour in axial mid-plane of 

SPEL experimental setup 

Validation of CFD model 

For validation purpose, SPEL experimental facility (Kim et al., 2006) is simulated in OpenFoam. This 

facility was built for the understanding of the moderator circulation inside the Calandria of a CANDU-6 

reactor. It is not a scaled model of a real Calandria vessel, but it has the features of a typical CANDU 

reactor, such as a re-circulating jet induced flow, heating of the water by volumetric heat generation and a 

matrix of horizontal tubes parallel to the cylindrical. SPEL experimental facility has been selected for 
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validation as Archimedes number (Ar) (Eq. 1) which is ratio of buoyancy force and inertia force for both 

SPEL and AHWR are in same range. The Archimedes number in SPEL is 0.61 and that of AHWR in 

normal operating condition is 0.74. 

 

Fig. 3 shows the Calandria vessel of SPEL facility. It has inner diameter of 740 mm and thickness of 254 

mm. The 52 copper tubes having outer diameter of 38 mm forming a tube matrix with square pitch of 75 

mm in the vessel acted as the electrodes. The two inlet nozzles are directed upward 14° from the vertical 

direction. Based on inlet velocity of 0.13 m/s corresponding to total volumetric flow rate of 0.5 lps. The 

temperature at the inlet is 30°C and total heat generation is 10 kW. A single outlet is located at the bottom 

of the Calandria tank. The working fluid was a solution of water and sodium chloride. High amperage, 

low voltage alternating current was passed via the tubes through the working fluid to generate heat. The 

authors provided the local temperature measurements using optical fiber probe installed on ports (P2 to 

P6) penetrating through the upper circumferential wall. 

 

Due to symmetry of the SPEL experimental facility only one half is simulated. The standard solver 

―buoyantBoussinesqSimpleFoam‖ with heat generation as source term is used for simulation. The fluid 

flow is assumed to be incompressible and single-phase flow. The flow is simulated using the standard k– 

ε turbulence model associated with standard wall function to model turbulence generation and dissipation 

rate within the vessel. An adiabatic boundary condition at the Calandria walls is applied. In the energy 

equation, buoyancy term is modelled by the Boussinesq approximation. To simulate the SPEL 

experiment, computational domain is discretized into approximately 0.3 million cell with 99.9% 

hexahedral cells in accordance with mesh sensitivity analysis. First order upwind scheme is used in 

general and the iteration is progressed until the absolute sum of dimensionless residuals in the numerical 

solution of governing equations is less than 10
-3

. 

 

 

Fig. 5: Predicted of vertical component of 

velocity along ports 4 and 5 

 

Fig. 6: Comparison of experimental and 

predicted temperature along a vertical centreline 

along port 4 

 

Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the velocity and temperature contours respectively. From Fig. 4 it can be observed 

that jet coming out of the inlet nozzle takes a downward turn after some distance and does not reach to the 
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top portion of the Calandria vessel. This is because buoyancy force is opposing the inertia of the jet. It can 

be seen from Fig. 4(b) that a high temperature stagnation zone is formed due to buoyancy dominated 

flow. Fig. 5 shows that vertical component of velocity is positive i.e. flow is in upward direction along 

ports 4 and 5 (shown in Fig. 3) up to 90% distance from top. Velocity turns downward just before the 

outlet. This upward velocity again shows that buoyancy force dominates over momentum force. 

To compare the CFD simulation results with SPEL experimental results, temperatures are normalized as 

 

 
 

 
Fig 7: Distribution of volumetric heat 

generation in calandria vessel. 
 

Fig. 6 gives comparison of the vertical centre line (port 4) temperature predicated by code and 

experimental data. CFD predictions and experimental data at the top of port 4 is exact match. It can also 

be observed from SPEL experimental results that the temperature is nearly constant for initial travel of 

probe in port 4, which is rightfully captured by OpenFOAM. From the above comparison, it can be stated 

that OpenFOAM has the capability to properly analyse the fluid flow subjected to the combined buoyancy 

and momentum forces simultaneously. 

Simulation of moderator in the AHWR Calandria under Normal operating condition  

The Calandria is a 5 m high vertical cylindrical tank filled with heavy water. The Calandria shell 

comprises a main shell with a diameter of 6.9 m and height 3.5 m. At each end of this main shell there is a 

smaller diameter sub-shell with a diameter of 6.3 m and height 0.75 m know as top and bottom reflector. 

Inside the Calandria, a total of 513 Calandria tubes having diameter of 0.168 m are arranged vertically in 

a square pitch of 0.225 m to form a lattice array. As shown in Fig. 1, sixteen inlet nozzles with inner 

diameter of 0.203 m are installed in bottom sub-shell of Calandria. Each four inlet nozzles are connected 

to common header. Sixteen outlet nozzles with inner diameter of 0.203 m are radially installed on top 

sub-shell. These outlet nozzles are connected to common circular header. Only a quarter of the Calandria 

vessel along with inlet and outlet headers is simulated because of the symmetric arrangement of Calandria 

tubes, inlet and outlet headers.  

 

In the core region Calandria tubes are simulated to observe the flow behaviour around them. To take care 

of mass flow distribution both inlet and outlet headers are also modelled. The total computational domain 

is discretized into approximately 3.2 million cells. Out of 3.2 million cells, 74% cells are hexahedral cells. 

The flow is simulated using the standard k–ε turbulence model associated with logarithmic wall treatment 

to model turbulence generation and dissipation rate within the vessel. On the inner wall surface of 
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Calandria vessel, an adiabatic boundary condition is applied. The buoyancy effects are accounted for 

density change assumed as the Boussinesq approximation.  

 

 

(a) Velocity distribution 

 

(b) Temperature distribution 
 

Fig. 8: Velocity and temperature distribution in calandria vessel under 

normal operating condition at plane x*=0.5 

 

Buoyancy effects are generated because of volumetric nuclear heat generation in moderator. Since the 

neutron flux is non-uniform in the core, hence the resulting heat generation in moderator is also non-

uniform. Typically, the heat generation in top, bottom and radial reflectors would be significantly lower 

than in core region. This is because nuclear heat generation in moderator at any location is dependent on 

power generation in the adjacent channels hence lower heat generation in reflectors region. The non-

uniform heat generation was computed separately using Monte-Carlo technique (Suryanarayana, 2011). 

Fig. 7 gives the distribution of volumetric heat generation in moderator. In AHWR, flux distribution is 

bottom peaking in fuel channel hence volumetric heat generation in moderator is also bottom peaking. To 

incorporate non-uniform heat distribution, OpenFOAM solver ―buoyantBoussinesqSimpleFoam‖ is 

modified to take volumetric heat generation as volume field variable. Under the normal operating 

condition of AHWR, total volumetric heat load to the moderator is taken to be 50 MW. The total flow 

rate through the sixteen inlet nozzles is 476 kg/s with 50°C of inlet temperature. For plotting, x and y 

coordinates are normalised with lattice pitch (p) as x* = x/p and y* = y/p as defined below 
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Fig.9: Effect of volumetric heat generation distribution on temperature 

distribution 

 

 

Fig. 10: Effect of volumetric heat generation 

distribution on axial temperature 
 

Fig. 8 shows the flow pattern inside Calandria vessel in normal operating condition, induced by the 

combination of the buoyancy and inlet momentum forces and by the geometric effects such as presence of 

Calandria tubes at plane x
*
 = 0.5. It shows fluid heated in the core region flows upward by the buoyancy 

force. Fig. 9 shows effect of volumetric heat generation distribution on temperature distribution. When 

results of analysis with spatial distribution of volumetric heat generation are compared with that of 

analysis with uniformly distributed volumetric heat generation, it is observed that maximum moderator 

temperature come down by 6.4°C. With spatial distribution, maximum moderator temperature is 77.3°C. 

Fig. 10 shows comparison of centre line temperature for both the cases. In case of uniform heat 

generation temperature at bottom of Calandria is 56°C that is 6°C more than inlet temperature. In case of 

non uniform distribution, initial and final slopes are nearly flat because of very small heat generation in 

top and bottom reflector. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Moderator temperature fields in AHWR Calandria were simulated using OpenFOAM. Simulation was 

done for two different cases for normal operating condition with spatial and uniform distribution of heat 

generation. By taking spatial distribution of volumetric heat generation in CFD simulation, maximum 

moderator temperature comes down by 6.4°C when compared with the case of uniform distribution of 

heat. 
 

NOMENCLATURE 

Ar Archimedes number (-) 

g Gravity (m/s²) 

H Height of AHWR Calandria (m) 

p Lattice pitch (m) 

T Temperature (K) 

Tinlet Inlet temperature (K) 

T
*
 Normalised temperature (-)  

Toutlet Outlet temperature (K) 

uo Inlet velocity (m/s) 

x x dimension (m) 

x
*
 Normalised x dimension, x/p (-) 

y y dimension (m) 

y
*
 Normalised y dimension, y/p (-) 

β Thermal expansion coefficient (K
-1

) 
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